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ABSTRACT
Company value that tends to decline is a problem that must be addressed. This is in line with the
theory of company which mentions that the goal of a company is to maximize it value. This study
is aimed at analyzing the effects of Loan to Deposit Ratio (LDR), Non-Performing Loan (NPL),
Income Diversification and Operational Cost and Return (BOPO) on company value, with Price
Book Value (PBV) and Return on Asset (ROA) as intervening variables.
The study population consists of companies listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange between
2010 and 2015. The sampling technique employed was purposive sampling and 26 companies
were sampled according to the pre-determined criteria. Analyzes were carried out using the SPSS
program, with the data undergoing a statistical testing beforehand.
Results from the first regression model show that LDR has positive and significant effect on ROA,
BOPO has negative and significant effect on ROA, while NPL and Income Diversification does not
have any effect on ROA. On the other hand, results from the second regression model show that
LDR has a negative and significant effect on PBV; Income Diversification has a positive and
significant effect on PBV, whereas NPL and BOPO do not have any effect on PBV. Statistically, this
study also shows that ROA has a mediating effect on the relationship between Income
Diversification and BOPO against PBV.
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I. INTRODUCTIONThe main goal a company wishes toachieve is maximizing its value as to attractinvestors to invest in the company. Acompany’s value is measured from its marketvalue that is the value of its share at the endof a fiscal year (Chen et al, 2011). Companyvalue is also a measure of its managementsuccess in business operation both in the pastand for the coming prospects in order toconvince investors (Chandra, 2007).Company value in this research isapproximated using the Price Book Value(PBV). This PBV proxy is used as this ratio is

commonly employed by investmentmanagers and investors in determining sharevalue (Pandey, 2005). PBV value reflectsinvestors’ perception against a company, interms of management quality, profitability,liquidity, and prospect (Reilly and Brown,1997). PBV is the proxy of company valuethat is stable and simple that can readilycompared to either the market value or asimilar company in order to determinewhether a share is cheap or expensive(Marangu and Jagongo, 2014).One of the aspects that affect companyvalue is profitability. This is because
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profitability is the ratio between gain and thetotal asset and is a measure of a company’ssuccess. High profitability gives positivesignals to the market and provides value forthe company. A company’s performance canbe measured using profitability ratio that isits Return on Asset (ROA), which is the bestmeasuring instrument for performance (Dodand Chen, 1966). Hence, profitability is ameasure of financial performance thatcompares gain to investment.

This research explains the phenomenonof gap that takes place as there is adecreasing tendency of PBV and financialratios of Loan Deposit Ratio (LDR), Non-Performing Loan (NPL), Incomediversification, Operational Cost againstOperational Gain (BOPO), and Return onAsset (ROA) that are not consistent each year.Data of this gap phenomenon from each ofthose variables are given in Table 1 asfollows:
Table 1

Mean LDR, NPL, Income Diversification, BOPO, ROA, PBV from 31 Public Banks listed in BEI for
the 2010-2015 period

Ratio 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
LDR 74,78 74,49 77,71 82,18 88,22 85,59 80,49
NPL 4,17 4,92 2,45 2,33 2,15 2,63 3,11

Income
Diversification 1,16 1,12 1,04 1,04 1,10 0,95 1,07

BOPO 86,27 85,63 84,04 81,44 83,28 86,67 84,56
ROA 1,46 1,53 1,86 2,13 1,88 1,42 1,71
PBV 2,52 1,83 3,06 2,14 2,43 1,27 2,21Research on liquidity ratio or LDRagainst profitability results in significantlypositive influence as stated by Boadi et al.(2015) and Arif (2012), while it is also foundto have significantly negative effect asmentioned by Almazari (2014) and Yamuna(2013). Research on non-performing loan orNPL against profitability shows significantlynegative influence as described by Arif(2012), Malik (2015), and Chiou et al (2014)Rodriguez (2014), whereas it is also found asto have no effect on profitability whatsoeverby Jha and Hui (2012). Research on incomeratio other than interest or incomediversification against profitability indicatessignificantly positive influence as recorded bySawada (2013), Bhatia et al. (2012), Alperand Albar (2011), Rodriguez (2014) andChiou et al (2014), while Wang et al. (2015)

and Afza et al. (2008) found no effect of thismeasure on profitability. Research onoperational cost efficiency showssignificantly negative effect as found byBhatia et al. (2012), Almazari (2014) andMaredza (2014), whereas Rodriguez (2014)and Karim and Alam (2013), found no effect.Research on liquidity ratio againstcompany value reveals significantly positiveeffect as discovered by Repi et al. (2015),Basarn and Ulker (2015), while Shamsudin etal. (2013) and Clercq (2015) mentioned noeffect. On the other hand, yet anotherresearch by Gharaibeh (2014) and Waleed etal (2016) found significantly negative affectof liquidity ratio against company value.Research on NPL ratio against company valueshows significantly negative influence asmentioned by Repi et al (2015), Yao and
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Liang (2005) and Chiou et al (2014), whilePutra (2016) and Karim and Alam (2013)stated that NPL does not affect companyvalue. Research on income ratio other thaninterest or income diversification oncompany value reveals significantly positiveeffect as shown by Sawada (2013), Afza et al.(2008), Ardian Prima Putra (2016) and Chiouet al (2014), whereas Laeven and Levine(2005) and Clercq (2015) found no effect.Research on operational cost efficiencyagainst company value shows significantlynegative influence as found by Yao and Liang(2005) and Sawada (2013), while Clercq(2015) and Karim and Alam (2013)discovered no effect.Based on those gap and research gapphenomena, the following questions areformulated:(1) How does LDR affect ROA?(2) How does NPL affect ROA?(3) How does Income Diversification affectROA?(4) How does BOPO affect ROA?(5) What is the effect of LDR againstcompany value?(6) What is the affect NPL against companyvalue?(7) What is the effect of IncomeDiversification against company value?(8) What is the effect of BOPO againstcompany value?(9) What is the effect of ROA againstcompany value?(10) Does ROA mediate the effects of LDR,NPL, Income Diversification, and BOPOagainst company value?
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
1. TheoryThe signaling theory gives direction toinvestor on how the management perceives acompany’s prospect (Brigham and Houston,2001). Based on this signal theory, a quality

company gives signal to the market as toallow the later to respond properly.The economic efficiency theory aims tomeasure the performance of a bankingsystem. A bank is said to be efficient when itmeets three (3) criteria of; using facilitiesoptimally (technical efficiency), allocatingavailable resources optimally (allocativeefficiency), and yielding products at optimumlevel (scale efficiency) (Coelli et al., 2005). Acompany is deemed efficient when it canminimize the cost for certain outputs or whenit can maximize its profit using the availableinput combination (Srivastava, 1999).The intermediation theory states thatfinancial intermediation is based onminimum production cost of informationrelated to intensive problem solving(Schumpter, 1939). There are five (5) typesof financial intermediation; denominationintermediation concerning ratio in savingsand loan value, risk intermediation related totransformation of credit risk from depositors,due date intermediation concerning duedates for both savings and loan, informationintermediation related to information oneconomic condition, and currencyintermediation concerning different values incurrencies.
2. Earlier ResearchLaeven and Levine (2005) conducted aresearch on the effect of incomediversification and macro factors on companyvalue. It was found that incomediversification does not affect company value.Yao and Liang (2005) carried out a researchon factors affecting the value of banks inTaiwan. They discovered that efficiency andNPL negatively affect company value, whileprofitability positively affects company value.Afza et al. (2008) tested the effect of incomediversification against profitability andcompany value. They found out that that
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income diversification positively affectsprofitability and company value. Alper andAlbar (2011) measured the effect of internalmatters and macro aspects on theprofitability of some banks in Turkey. Theyrevealed that income diversificationpositively affects profitability. Bhatia et al.(2012) probed into the effect of internalmatters against profitability. They showedthat NPL and operational cost efficiencynegatively affect profitability, while incomediversification positively affects profitability.Arif (2012) carried out a research onthe effect of financial ratio of banks inPakistan against profitability. He found thatliquidity and NPL negatively affectprofitability. Jha and Hui (2012) conducted aresearch on the effect of financial ratio inbanks in Nepal against profitability. Theyfound out that NPL and LDR do not affectprofitability. Karim and Alam (2013) testedthe effect of internal matters on companyvalue. They showed that operationalefficiency does not affect ROA and companyvalue, whereas credit risk negatively affectsROA, but it does not affect company value.Yamuna (2013) measured the effect ofinternal matters in banks in Srilanka onprofitability. She discovered that liquiditypositively affects ROA, while overhead costnegatively affects ROA. Shamsudin et al.(2013) analyzed the effect of fundamentalmaters on company value of banks inMalaysia. He showed that ROA negativelyaffects company value, while LDR does notaffect company value. Sawada (2013) carriedout a research on the effect of incomediversification and financial risk in banks inJapan on company value. He understood thatincome diversification positively affectscompany value, whereas BOPO and NPLnegatively affect company value.Gharaibeh (2014) tested the effect ofnon-profit ratio on company value. He

discovered that liquidity negatively affectscompany value. Almazari (2014) had aresearch on the effect of internal mattersagainst profitability in banks in Jordan andSaudi Arabia. He found that BOPO negativelyaffects ROA, while LDR positively affects ROA.Maredza (2014) probed into the effect ofoperational cost and internal efficiency onprofitability in banks. He showed that totalproductivity efficiency negatively affectsROA. Chiou et al. (2014) delved into the effectof internal matters on profitability andcompany value. They figured out that incomeother than interest positively affects ROA andcompany value, loan loss contributionnegatively affects ROA and company value,while ROA positively affects company value.Rodriguez (2014) tested the effect of internalmatters on profitability. He showed that loanto deposit, provision for loan losses, andoperating expense do not affect ROA, whilenon-interest revenue positively affects ROA.Clercq (2015) managed to test the effectof factors affecting company value in banks inEurope. He showed that profitabilitypositively affects company value, while loanto asset efficiency and income diversificationdo not affect company value and that creditrisk quality negatively affects company value.Wang et al. (2015) carried out a research onthe effect of income diversification againstprofitability and company value in banks inChina and the USA. They figured out thatincome diversification positively affectscompany value, but it does not affectprofitability.Basarn and Ulker (2015) conducted aresearch on the effect of internal matters onshare prices. They showed that liquiditynegatively affects share prices, whereas ROAdoes not. Malik et al. (2015) tested the effectof internal and external matters onprofitability. They found out that NPLnegatively affects ROA. Makram et al. (2015)
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delved into the effect of internal and externalmatters on profitability in banks. Theydiscovered that efficiency negatively affectsROA. Boadi et al. (2015) had a research onthe effect of internal and macro aspects onprofitability in banks in Ghana. He showedthat liquidity management negatively affectsROA. Repi et al. (2015) tested the effect ofprofitability and fundamental ratio oncompany value. They revealed that ROApositively affects PBV, while LDR and NPLnegatively affect PBV. Putra (2016) probedinto the effect of financial risk in banksagainst company value. He figured out thatROA and NPL do not affect company value.However, income diversification proved tohave positive effect on company value.Waleed et al. (2016) conducted a research onthe effect of liquidity on company value inbanks in Pakistan. They found that liquiditynegatively affects company value.
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
1. Source of Data and SampleThe data used in this research aresecondary data consisting of the financialreports of audited sample companies listed inthe Indonesian Stock Exchange (BEI) from2010 – 2015. These data were taken from theICMD and also BEI (www.idx.co.id).Samples for this research were takenusing the purposive random samplingmethod. The criteria included banks that arelisted in BEI continuously from 2010 – 2015and are continuously making gains during

that period. These criteria found 26 banks.The other variables included in this researchare given in the frame work as shown inFigure 1.
Figure 1

Theoretical Framework

2. Definition of Operational VariableIndependent variables are the variablesthat affect or cause changes in or theemergence of a dependent variable. In thisresearch they are Loan Deposit Ratio, Non-Performing Loan, Income Diversification, andOperational Cost against Operational Income.Dependent variables are variables that areaffected or resulted from the presence ofindependent variables. In this research it isthe Price to Book Value. Intervening variablesare variables that connect both independentand independent variables. In this case, it isthe Return on Asset.
Table 2

Variable and Operational Definition

No Variable Description Scale Measurement1 Return on
Asset (ROA) Ratio between profitbefore tax and total Ratio ROA = Profit before tax ×100%
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asset. Total asset(Triandaru and Santoso, 2006)2 Price Book
Value (PBV) Comparison betweenshare price (closingprice at year end) andbook value (equity ofper share) in acompany.

Ratio PBV  = Share price× 100%Book value
(Tjipto and Fakhruddin, 2001)3 Loan to

deposit ratio(LDR) Ratio between theamounts of funddistributed to themarket in the form ofcredit and the amountof fund from the marketand personal capitalbeing used.

Ratio LDR = Total credit × 100%Total DPK
(Triandaru and Santoso, 2006)

4 Non-
performing
loan (NPL) Ratio between thenumber of non-performing loans (non-liquid loan, and badloan) against totalcredit.

Ratio NPL = Non-performing credit×100% Total credit(Triandaru and Santoso, 2006)5 IncomeDiversification(DP) Ratio between theamount of income otherthan interest and totalasset.
Ratio DP= Non-interest income x100% Total asset(Alper and Albar, 2011)6 Operationalcost againstoperationalgain (BOPO)

Ratio between theamount of operationalcost and operationalgain.
Ratio BOPO = Total operational cost× 100%      Totaloperational gain(Triandaru and Santoso, 2006)

Source: Books and journals

3. Method of AnalysisCertain assumptions must be metduring linear regression as to ensure a validresult (Ghozali, 2006). These assumptionsinclude normality, autocorrelation,multicolinearity, and heterokedasticity tests.The next step is hypothesis testing with F andt tests. The model of multiplier linearregression in this research is as follows:Y1 = a1 + b1X1 + b2X2 + b3X3 + b4X4+ e1Y2 = a2 + b4X1 + b5X2 + b6X3 + b4X4 +b7Y1 + e2

Mediation test using bootstrapping wasalso done to figure out the direct effect of theindependent variables on the dependentvariables and the indirect effect ofindependent variables when interveningvariables were used.
IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
1. Descriptive StatisticsDescriptive statistics is aimed atproviding general description of the dataobtained. The minimum, maximum, mean,
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and standard deviation of research variables are given in Table 3.
Table 3

Result of Descriptive Analysis

N Minimum Maximum Mean Standard
DeviationLDR 156 40,22 140,72 80,0040 14,17752NPL 156 0,21 8,82 2,1200 1,28160DP 156 0,04 3,05 1,0533 0,69649BOPO 156 33,28 97,97 80,5549 9,43389ROA 156 0,18 5,15 2,1996 1,09090PBV 156 0,30 17,11 1,7578 1,72208Valid N (listwise) 156

Source: analyzed secondary dataIt can be seen from Table 4.1 that themean value for PBV of banks listed in BEI forthe 2010  2015 period is 1.7578 with astandard deviation of 1.72208, which meansthat the standard deviation for companyvalue (PBV) is less than the mean value. MeanPBV value of more than 1 show that themarket value is greater than the value on thebook.Mean ROA for banks listed in BEI for the2010 – 2015 is 2.1996 with a standarddeviation of 1.09090. This means that ROAvalue fluctuates slightly for banks, as evidentwith less standard deviation of ROAcompared to the mean ROA. This mean ROAindicates that the banks’ profitability is ingood condition as required by the Bank ofIndonesia (BI) to be at least more than 1.5%.Mean LDR value for banks listed in BEIfor the 2010 – 2015 period is 80.0040 with astandard deviation of 14.17752. The lowestLDR value during the research period is at40.22 %, recorded for BVIC bank in 2011.Meanwhile, the highest LDR value is at140.72 %, achieved by SDRA bank in 2014.This mean LDR value indicates good bankintermediation as required by BI to bearound 78-92%.

Mean NPL value for banks listen in BEIfor the 2010 – 2015 period is 2.1200 with astandard deviation of 1.28160. The lowestNPL value during the research period is at0.21 %, recorded for BNBA bank in 2014.Meanwhile, the highest NPL value is at 8.82%, achieved by AGRO bank in 2011. Thismean NPL value shows that credit quality isgood and that banks are still able to maintaintheir credit quality as required by BI to bebelow 5%.Mean Income Diversification value forbanks listed in BEI for the 2010 – 2015period is 1.0533 with a standard deviation of0.69649. The lowest Income Diversificationvalue during the research period is at 0.04 %,recorded for INPC bank in 2015. Meanwhile,the highest Income Diversification value is at3.05 %, reached by BVIC bank in 2011. ThisIncome Diversification value indicates thatpublic banks are still conventional in nature,in that they largely depend on interest fortheir income.Mean BOPO value for banks listed in BEIfor the 2010-2015 period is 80.5549 with astandard deviation of 14.17752. The lowestBOPO value during the research period is at33.28 %, recorded for SDRA bank in 2014.Meanwhile, the highest BOPO value is at
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97.97 %, achieved by BAEK bank in 2015.This mean BOPO value shows that banks arealready able to run their operation efficientlyas required by BI to be below 92%.
2. Classic Assumption TestPrior to carrying out testing for thehypothesis of this research, the sample ofmean financial ratio calculation over the past6 years must be tested first. This initial testemploys the classic assumption that includes:normality, autocorrelation, multicolinearity,and heterokedasticity.Normality test must be carried out asthe data should be normally distributed.Normal data are indicated with KolmogorovSmirnov test value with more than 0.05significance. Results of Kolmogorov Smirnovtests for the first sig. model is 0.041 > 0.05and for the second sig. Model it is 0.397 >0.05. Therefore, the data in this research areconsidered normal.Heterokedasticity test is conductedusing the park test by the regression of theresidual squared algorithmic value (LnU2i)against the independent variables. Ifindependent variables significantly affectingdependent variables, then a heterokedasticityis indicated. Should this significantprobability is above the 5% trust level, then itcan be concluded that the regression modeldoes not contain any heterokedasticity(Ghozali, 2006). Results of the park test forthe first and second sig. Model are > 0.05.This means that the data in this research arefree from heterokedasticity.Multicolinearity test is done by payingattention to the Variance Inflation Factor

(VIF) and Tolerance values from regressionoutput. VIF value of greater 10 or Tolerancevalue of lower than 0.1 show that there is aproblem of multi-co-linearity in theregression model. The VIF and Tolerancevalue for both models is more than 10 andlower than 0.1 respectively. Therefore theregression model here is free from theproblem of multicolinearity.Deviation in autocorrelation in thisresearch is tested using the run test. This runtest is aimed at knowing whether the linearmodel includes a correlation betweendisturbance error at period t and at period t-1 (earlier period). Results of run test for thefirst sig. Model is 0.184 > 0.05 and for thesecond sig. Model is 0.068 > 0.05. Therefore,the data of the data of this research is said tobe random.
3. Multiplier Regression AnalysisDetermination coefficient values statethe percentage of dependent variables thatcan be explained with independent variables.Determination coefficient values are knownfrom the values of adjusted R2. For firstmodel with ROA as dependent variable, thevalue of adjusted R2 in the regression modelis 0.719. This means that 71.9 % of ROAvariables are affected by the four variables ofLDR, NPL, Income Diversification, and BOPO,while the remaining variables (28.1 %) arenot yet covered by this research.Based on results of SPSS output, it canbe seen that the partial effects the fourindependent variables have on ROA can besummarized as shown in Table 4.
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Table 4
Result of The First t Model Test

Model

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig.

Collinierity
Statistics

B Std. Error Beta Tolerance VIF
Constant 6,347 0,483 13,130 0,000
LDR 0,258 0,114 0,102 2,259 0,025 0,943 1,060
NPL -0,43 0,034 -0,063 -1,268 0,207 0,796 1,256
DP 0,041 0,034 0,062 1,200 0,232 0,715 1,398
BOPO -3,426 0,217 -0,806 -15,798 0,000 0,744 1,344

Source: analyzed secondary dataFrom Table 4, the following multiplierlinear regression equation can be formulated:ROA = 6.347 + 0.258LDR – 0.043NPL +0.041DP – 3.426BOPO + eDetermination coefficient values statethe percentage of dependent variables thatcan be explained with independent variables.Determination coefficient values are knownfrom the values of adjusted R2.For second model with PBV asdependent variable, the value of adjusted R2

in the regression model is 0.360. This meansthat 36 % of PBV variables are affected by thefour variables of LDR, NPL, IncomeDiversification, BOPO, and ROA, while theremaining variables (64%) are not yetcovered by this research.Based on results of SPSS output, it canbe seen that the partial effects the fiveindependent variables have on PBV can besummarized as shown in Table 5.
Table 5

Result of The Second t Model Test

Model

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig.

Collinierity
Statistics

B Std. Error Beta Tolerance VIF
Constant 1,112 1,345 0,827 0,410
LDR -0,571 0,217 -0,183 -2,631 0,009 0,911 1,098
NPL -0,029 0,064 -0,033 -0,447 0,655 0,787 1,270
DP 0,145 0,064 0,180 2,282 0,024 0,708 1,413
BOPO -0,039 0,673 -0,007 -0,058 0,954 0,269 3,723
ROA 0,626 0,157 0,506 3,984 0,000 0,273 3,662

Source: analyzed secondary dataFrom Table 5, the following multiplierlinear regression equation can be formulated:PBV =1.112-0.571LDR- 0.029NPL+ 0.145DP –0.039BOPO + 0.626ROA + e

4. Sobel TestSignificance test from mediation isconducted using the bootstrappingtechnique. Mediation effects are known fromindirect effects that have significance of lessthan 0.05. Results of this sobel test on ROA in
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mediating the influence of LDR on PBV sig. is0.1636 > 0.05. Therefore, it can be said thatmediation has no effect. Result of this sobeltest on ROA in mediating the influence of NPLon PBV sig. is 0.592 > 0.05. Hence, it is fair tosay that mediation does not have any effect. .Result of this sobel test on ROA in mediatingthe influence of Income Diversification onPBV sig. is 0.0001 < 0.05. Therefore, it can beconcluded that mediation has an effect.Result of this sobel test on ROA in mediatingthe influence of BOPO on PBV sig. is 0.0003 <0.05. Hence, mediation has an effect.
5. DiscussionHypothesis 1, which states that LDR hassignificantly positive effect on ORA, isaccepted. This means that increasing LDRimproves gain or ROA. LDR reflectsintermediation ability of banks to distributefund from third parties in the form of creditor loan in order for the banks to make gains,either from interest or profit. Should thirdparty funds are not distributed, they becomeidle money and cause banks to lose theopportunity to make gains from interests,which means lost profit, that in turn lowersbanks’ ROA. Results of this research supportthose of Boadi et al. (2015) and Arif (2012).Hypothesis 2, which states that NPL hassignificantly negative effect on ROA, isrejected. Results show that NPL does nothave significant negative effect on ROA. Thedescriptive statistics table shows that NPL’sstandard deviation is 1.2816, far lower thanmean NPL, sitting at 2.1200, which indicatesthat NPL variation is small that it does notaffect ROA, and is still within the maximumNPL value of 5%. Results of this research arein favor of those of Rodriguez (2014), and Jhaand Hui (2012).Hypothesis 3, which mentions thatIncome Diversification has significantlypositive effect on ROA, is rejected. Results

show that Income Diversification does nothave significant positive effect on ROA. Thedescriptive statistics table shows that thestandard deviation of Income Diversificationis 0.69649, far lower than mean IncomeDiversification, at 1.0533, which indicatesthat public banks are still conventional orrely heavily on income from interests. Resultsof this research agree with those of Wang etal. (2015) and Afza et al. (2008).Hypothesis 4, which mentions thatBOPO has significantly negative effect onROA, is accepted. This means that the higherthe efficiency, as reflected in low BOPO, thehigher the profitability or ROA is. Banks withhigh BOPO ratio do not operate efficiently, asthis high ratio describes the high operationalcost banks must bear in order to makeoperational gain. Results of this research arein agreement with those of Bhatia et al.(2012), Almazaril (2014) and Maredza(2014).Hypothesis 5, which stipulates that LDRhas significantly positive effect on PBV, isrejected. Results of this research show thatLDR has significantly negative effect on ROA.Mean LDR in this research is 80.0040 % orway above the lower limit of 78 %, asrequired by BI. Increasing LDR at certainlevels improves a company’s value, but whenthis increase is too high, it may lower acompany’s value as well. High LDR valueindicates massive bank credit expansion withrelatively limited funding. Hence, there is arisk of liquidity problem. Banking liquidityrisk relates to the banks’ ability to fulfill itscommitments and also collect enough fund atproper levels of prices. Results of thisresearch are in line with those of Gharaibeh(2014) and Waleed et al. (2016).Hypothesis 6, which stipulates that NPLhas significantly negative effect on PBV, isrejected. Results show that NPL does nothave significant negative effect on PBV. The
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descriptive statistics table shows that NPL’sstandard deviation is at 1.2816, far lowerthan mean NPL, at 2.1200, which indicatesthat NPL has small variation and does notaffect PBV. This means that the lower theNPL, the higher the company value is, asreflected from PBV value. Based on theresults of this research, mean NPL value forthe 2010 – 2015 period is 2.12 %, which is farbelow the limit of 5%. Hence, NPL ratio doesnot have significantly negative effect on PBV.Results of this research agree with those ofPutra (2016), and Rashed Karim and Alam(2013).Hypothesis 7, which states that IncomeDiversification has significantly positiveeffect, is accepted. This shows that the higherthe Income Diversification, the higher thecompany value is, as reflected in PBV value.Income Diversification allows stableprofitability for banks as they are free fromthe risks of interest rate and insolubility(Saunders and Walters, 1994). This fact alsoagrees with the signal theory that says thatIncome Diversification relay significantlypositive signals to companies. Results of thisresearch support those of Sawada (2013),Afza et al. (2008), Putra (2016), and Chiou etal. (2014).Hypothesis 8, which states that BOPOhas significantly negative effect on PBV, isrejected. The descriptive statistics tableshows that BOPO’s standard deviation is at9.43389, far lower than the mean BOPO, at80.5549, which means that BOPO has littlevariation that it does not affect PBV. MeanBOPO data for the 2010 – 2015 period is at80.5549 % or far below the required limit.Therefore, BOPO does not have significantlynegative effect on PBV. Results of thisresearch agree with those of Clercq (2015),and Karim and Alam (2013).Hypothesis 9, stipulates that ROA hassignificantly positive effect on PBV, is

accepted. This shows increasing ROA raisescompany value, as reflected in PBV value.ROA reflects a company’s ability in makingprofit of the assets used. Mean ROA for the2010 – 2015 period is 2.1996 % or alwaysmore than then best standard at 1.5%. Hence,ROA ratio has significantly positive effect onPBV. Results of this research support those ofChiou et al. (2014), Repi et al. (2015), andYao and Liang (2005).Hypothesis 10, which mentions thatROA mediates the effect of LDR on PBV, isrejected. The descriptive statistics tableshows that standard deviation ROA is at1.0909, far lower than mean ROA, at 2.1996,which indicates that ROA has little variation.Hence it cannot mediate the effect of LDR onPBV. The value of direct effect is greater thanthe indirect effect that ROA role in mediationis weak.Hypothesis 11, which stipulates thatROA mediates the effect of NPL on PBV, isrejected. The descriptive statistics tableshows that standard deviation ROA is at1.0909, far lower than mean ROA, at 2.1996,which indicates that ROA has little variation.Hence it cannot mediate the effect of NPL onPBV. The value of direct effect is greater thanthe indirect effect that ROA role in mediationis weak.Hypothesis 12, which stipulates thatROA mediates the effect of IncomeDiversification, is accepted. This means thatROA influences the relationship betweenIncome Diversification and PBV. IncreasingIncome Diversification cannot directly raisecompany value, but it is influenced byprofitability, as reflected in ROA.Hypothesis 13, which states that ROAmediates the effect of BOPO on PBV, isaccepted. This means that ROA affects therelationship between BOPO and PBV.Decreasing BOPO cannot directly raise
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company value, but it is influenced byprofitability, as reflected in ROA.
V. CONCLUSION
1. ConclusionThe hypotheses in this research areaimed at figuring out both their significantand insignificant effect. Results of testing forall hypotheses are given as follow:(1) Testing on Hypothesis 1 show that LDRvariable is partially having significantlypositive effect on ROA. Therefore,Hypothesis 1 is accepted.(2) Testing on Hypothesis 2 show that NPLvariable is partially havinginsignificantly negative effect on ROA.Therefore, Hypothesis 2 is rejected.(3) Testing on Hypothesis 3 reveal thatIncome Diversification variable ispartially having insignificantly positiveeffect on ROA. Hence, Hypothesis 3 isrejected.(4) Testing on Hypothesis 4 reveals thatBOPO variable is partially havingsignificantly negative effect on ROA.Hence, Hypothesis 4 is accepted.(5) Testing on Hypothesis 5 proves thatLDR variable is partially havinginsignificantly negative effect on ROA.Therefore, Hypothesis 5 is rejected.(6) Testing on Hypothesis 6 proves thatNPL variable is partially havinginsignificantly negative effect on ROA.Therefore, Hypothesis 6 is rejected.(7) Testing on Hypothesis 7 shows thatIncome Diversification variable ispartially having significantly positiveeffect on ROA. Hence, Hypothesis 7 isaccepted.(8) Testing on Hypothesis 8 shows thatBOPO variable is partially havingsignificantly negative effect on ROA.Hence, Hypothesis 8 is rejected.

(9) Testing on Hypothesis 9 reveals thatROA variable is partially havingsignificantly positive effect on ROA.Therefore, Hypothesis 9 is accepted.(10) Testing on Hypothesis 10 reveals thatROA does not have any mediation effecton the relationship between LDRvariable and PBV. Therefore, Hypothesis10 is rejected.(11) Testing on Hypothesis 11 proves thatROA does not have any mediation effecton the relationship between NPLvariable and PBV. Hence, Hypothesis 11is rejected.(12) Testing on Hypothesis 12 proves thatROA does have mediation effect on therelationship between IncomeDiversification variable and PBC. Hence,Hypothesis 12 is accepted.(13) Testing on Hypothesis 13 shows thatROA does have mediation effect on therelationship between BOPO variableand PBV. Therefore, Hypothesis 13 isaccepted.
2. Implication of Managerial PolicyThe management needs to pay attentionor control the movement of BOPO, which isthe most dominant ratio that affectsprofitability. Therefore banks need to keepon improving their efficiency in order to gainoptimum profit. The management needs toincrease Income Diversification, which at themoment is still low, in order to increaseprofitability and company value. Themanagement has to improve ROA, which isthe most important factor affecting companyvalue. ROA reflects a company’s ability tomake profit from the assets used. Factorsaffecting ROA must be managed well andrisks must be mitigated properly, in order tominimize risks for losses.
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3. Research LimitationThis research has some limitations inthat it only covers public banks listed in BEIfor the 2010 – 2015 period. Moreover, theadjusted R2 value for the second modelshows a value of 36%. Therefore, futureresearch must add more variables and morereferences in order to improve the value ofdetermination coefficient.

4. Future Research AgendaBased on the limitations inherent in thecurrent research, future research must addmore variables that may affect companyvalue whilst improving the value ofdetermination coefficient. Moreover,comparisons can also be made betweenbanks in Indonesia and those from regionalAsia such as ASEAN, up to those based inEurope.
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